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Abstract

Background and Purpose: Today, the increasing demand of computer technology & the vast internet technology penetration despite its plentiful benefits has exposed most people especially college goers to disorder in their psychological health & social communications due to being afflicted to computer addiction. Thus regarding the contradictory results of the studies conducted in this field, the present research has been done with the goal to investigate the Internet Addiction (IA) level in Sari Islamic Azad University students in 2013.

Methods: In the present research, the descriptive method has been applied. The statistical community consists of all students of Islamic Azad University located in Sari in 2013. Out of the statistical community, based on sample size determination table from the community size or korjesi-Morgan table, 261 individuals have been selected by random stratified sampling. To collect data, a two-part questionnaire of demographic characteristics & IA test have been applied. To analyze data, descriptive –inferential statistics such as ANOVA & independent t have been employed by SPSS software.

Results: According to the study findings, the students' mean age & standard deviation have been 24.3±3.7. 17.6% of the students have been included in average to severe IA range. The internet addiction in various ages has been meaningful among the students. Among girl & boy students, IA is meaningful at P=0.05. Based on the students using the internet, IA is significant at P=0.05.

Conclusion: According to the present research findings, the internet addiction is common among the students and in order to prevent its dangers & complications in the students, it seems necessary to pay attention to the health & therapeutic considerations.
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Introduction

Various uses of the internet & its attractions in the recent years have resulted in the emergence of a phenomenon known as the Internet Addiction (IA). The internet addiction is defined with expressions like the disorder out of using the internet too much or using it in an irrational or morbidful manner and or sometimes termed as the Internet Addiction Disorder or Virtual Addiction. Accessing the internet is a growing trend & every day, more individuals are added as the internet users. The internet is present everywhere including houses, schools and shopping centers. Goldberg used the term the Internet Addiction Disorder for the first time (1) to introduce & identify the features of those displaying disorders following the use of the internet. He was the first who formed an internet addicts' support group (2). The internet addiction physical & mental dependency is similar to that of substance addicts (3). Most of the internet users are the youth and averagely speaking ,they spend
0.035 of their time on chartrooms, 0.028 on games, 0.025 on browsing the web pages & 0.030 on e-mail (4). The internet has changed our daily life dramatically as a very important communication medium in the house, the educational setting & work place (3). Computer & its widespread penetration in the modern world has caused everybody to get involved and deal with this technology in a way. This increasing demand for the internet technology has brought about serious mental health & unhealthy social communication nuisances (5). The issue as excessive & pathological use of this technology & IA has drawn the psychologists' & the other researchers' attention to itself (6).

Yellowlees et al. reported contradictory reports on the internet addiction (7). Also the other researchers have pointed out that excessive use of the internet has left an adverse effect on the students' mental health. These researchers noted that the students using the internet excessively & pathologically displayed more mental problems & pathology compared with those not experiencing such a phenomenon (8, 9).

In fact, the increase in experience levels working with the internet is associated with reduced mental health level. IA has influenced a wide range of the individuals directly and indirectly. Studying a number of the individuals under the direct or indirect influence of this phenomenon, it is possible to understand its extent level (9, 10). In a report, the internet addiction prevalence level among the adolescents has been announced about 9.72-11.06. Based on this report, almost 0.063% of the users are younger than 24 years old (11). Also in terms of gender, some studies revealed that women are more addicted to the internet than men (12). Amichai-Hamburger & Ben-Artezi suggested that the students who are excessively internet dependent feel lonely psychologically (13).

In a research on 18-72 year old Australian women & men, it has been showed that there is a negative meaningful relationship between psychoneurosis & IA and a negative significant relationship between extroversion & IA (14).

Cao et al. & Yen et al. compared the psychological & social characteristics of the students using the internet excessively versus the other college goers. Their study drawn results indicated that the depression, anxiety, suicidal ideas, hyperactivity, phobia, social fear, aggression, antisocial violence & behaviors in the students addicted to IA were higher than those of the other ones (6-15). The internet addiction can leave various pathologies on the individuals such as the psychological (anxiety, depression & loneliness), physical (sleep & diet disorders), family (reduced family relationships, the gap between family members), occupational ones (decreasing work efficiency) and educational drop-out (16, 17). However, studying the background & previous research cases imply that the internet addiction has relationship with many field & personality variables. Considering this matter that the students get familiar with the modern technology and computer science & have more chance to use the internet, but in case of excessive use, the probability of being afflicted to addiction goes up in them and it may result in some undesirable effects on their physical & mental health and academic achievement. Thus the current study has been designed and implemented pursuing the goal to determine the internet addiction in the students studying at Islamic Azad University in Sari.

Materials and Methods

This is a descriptive research. In this study, the statistical community consists of all students of Islamic Azad University located in Sari. According to the latest university announced data & statistics, the total number of the students busy studying is 7558. In the present study, 261 individuals have been selected through random stratified sampling method out of the students busy studying in 2012-2013 (all ethical considerations have been followed in executing the study & filling in the questionnaires and acquiring the required permit from the research council & keeping the subjects' answers confidential & analyzing the data statistically). The statistical sample has been determined based on sample size determination table from the statistical community size or Korjesi-Morgan.
Two questionnaires have been applied to gather data: 1) the demographic characteristics including age, gender and etc.; 2) The internet addiction test.

The IA test has been developed & validated by Young. This scale is a 20-item self-evaluation scale based on Likert rating for measuring the internet addiction. Its rating is this way "Always (5), Often (4), usually (3), Sometimes (2), Rarely (1) and Never (0)". This test scores range from 0 to 100. The more a person's score, the more his/her dependency on the internet. The internet addiction level has been divided into 4 classes based on the scores:

- The scores 0-19 - normal
- The scores 20- 49 - mild
- The scores 50-79 - average
- The scores 80-100 - severe

In this classic study, Young developed & validated this popular & reliable scale of the internet addiction and its content & structure validity has been confirmed. In the current research, the test reliability as 91% has been estimated using Alpha–Cronbach for whole sample (12). In Iran, the IA questionnaire has been translated and standardized and has an acceptable reliability & validity (4). In Korea, Alpha–Cronbach more than 90% has been obtained for this test (9). To analyze the data, the descriptive statistics including: the estimation of %, mean, standard deviation, table codification & the inferential statistics including variance analysis have been employed.

### Results

In this research, the students had mean age 24.3 and the standard deviation as 3.7. The male students were 150 (57.47%) and 111 female (42.52%), the single ones 220 (84.29%) and the married ones 34 (13.20%), 7 persons (2.68%) were widowed. In terms of education, the highest number were bachelor holders as 200 (76.62%) and the lowest were PhD holders as 12 (4.59%). The results indicated that regarding the prevalence of the internet addiction, 82% were in mild, 0.4% normal & 17.2% severe range (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>0-19</th>
<th>20-49</th>
<th>49-79</th>
<th>80-100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>214 (82)</td>
<td>45 (17.2)</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>214 (82)</td>
<td>20-49</td>
<td>49-79</td>
<td>80-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>45 (17.2)</td>
<td>49-79</td>
<td>80-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>80-100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>261 (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By ANOVA test, a meaningful difference has been achieved between age & IA in the students (p=0.0006 and f=1.054). The study findings suggested that the internet addiction in the male students is higher than that in the female ones and it is statistically significant (p=0.001 and t=4.267).

### Discussion

The study results suggested that among the university students, 82% were in mild, 0.4% in normal, 17.2% in average & 0.4% in severe internet addiction range. The Youth Internet Network Development Association of China in a report announced the internet addiction among the adolescents as about 9.2%-11.06% (11). In a study, it has been demonstrated that 14% students are addicted to the internet (19). Although, in the present research, it seems that IA has been announced in the average to severe range as 17.2%. It seems this gap
Internet addiction among University students is the result of measurement tool, sample number & computer accessibility.

This study result is consistent with those of the other studies conducted by Yellowlees (7). These researchers mentioned that as the result of the excessive & morbidful use of the internet, the students’ psychological health goes to pot. They discovered that the students using the internet excessively & pathologically displayed more psychological & pathological disorders compared with those lacking such experience. The study derived findings imply that the internet addiction in boy students in higher than that among the girls. However, the study result about the internet addiction prevalence among the students suggested that 52.4% girls & 47.6 % boys suffer from IA (12).

In this field, Cao et al., Ghasemzade et al., Vizeshfar, Yellowlees et al., Griffiths, Stefanescu et al. pointed out the gender differences in this field (15, 10, 7, 5, 20, 21). The other researchers in their studies showed that the internet addiction level in women is less than that in men (8,12). This difference in drawing conclusion can be attributed to sample size, sampling tool , the sample number and the internet accessibility among the users. It seems that the boy students have higher IA compared to the girls. However, the current research has been similar to the other studies performed worldwide revealing that the students suffering from IA have poor social communications & psychological health .They have fear, anxiety, depression, aggression, loneliness, lack of identity, social anxiety and other morbidity symptoms pathologically and have poor social & coping skills, these individuals prefer computer & internet based communication to the social ones and have fewer social relations with self, friends, peers, family, spouse and people. Plus the present research findings indicated that the more the students deal with the internet & use it more, the higher their addiction level. In this regard, the studies by Cao et al., Yen et al., and Ghasemzade et al. have denoted that the increase in the internet working experiences accompanies with reduced psychological health & increased computer addiction (15, 6, 21). Maybe we can state that in the modern world, the internet & computer technology are considered as the most effective tool provided that through presenting appropriate training & strategies, it is used sufficiently for meeting needs not to the extent that it paralyzes people's physical & mental health. Thus it can be stated that the internet addiction has drawn the attention of the researches in psychology, psychiatry, sociology & the other scientific disciplines in the recent years and it is a nuisance seen in various societies and cultures and has influenced differently all people in different age brackets and genders (22). As the research findings display, we conclude that the internet addiction (IA) in the students ranges from mild to severe and this important difference from the other cultures can be attributed to this reason that using the internet isn’t easy & accessible everywhere & every time in our country & region. Focusing on the health & therapeutic considerations seems essential. Of the limitations the present study has is studying Sari-based Islamic Azad University students; thus it is recommended that in the subsequent studies, the other universities with higher sample sizes be analyzed in order to generalize the results with more confidence.
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